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SYNOPSIS  

Nouns are the names of people, places, animals, things, ideas and feelings. 

Nouns are of four kinds: 

a) Proper nouns: These are names of specific people, places, animals and things. For example, 

Radha, Tommy, Asia, London etc. 

b) Common nouns: These are the names of people, places, animals or things in general. For 

example, woman, mountains, pencil, road etc. 

c) Collective nouns: These are a collection or group of people, animals or things. For example, a 

pack of wolves, a flight of stairs etc. 

d) Abstract nouns: These nouns denote an idea, a quality or a state of being. For example, love, 

beauty, bravery, strength etc. 
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1. Pick out the nouns in the following sentences and say whether they are Proper. 

Common, Collective or Abstract. 

 

1. Raman is a good boy. 

2. One should believe in truth. 

3. A soldier is respected for his bravery. 

4. Mumbai is a big city. 

5. It is a beautiful park. 

6. I saw a herd of cattle grazing in the field. 

7. King Solomon is known for his wisdom. 

8. Wisdom is better than strength. 

 

 

2. Write these nouns in plural: 

 

1. Eyelash- 



2. House 

3. Life- 

4. Child- 

5. Person- 

6. Knife- 

7. Chief- 

8. Worry- 

9. Dish- 

10. Fish- 

 

3. Fill in the blanks with suitable collective nouns: 

 

1. The church ___________ sang beautiful hymns. 

2. His hockey ______________ made it to the finals. 

3. He was chased by a ___________ of bees. 

4. My dog has a new _______ of puppies. 

5. I saw a beautiful _______ of pearls on display in the shop window. 

6. A _________ of baboons’ swing on trees in the forest. 

 

4. Complete this table using the masculine or feminine gender. 

  

                              MASCULINE                                                            Feminine 

1. Hero                                                 

2.                                                                           wife 
3. Son-in law                             

4. Fox 

5.                                                                                   mistress 

6.                                                                                   Duchess  

7.                                                                                    Landlady  

8. Baron 

9. Lad 

10. Nephew  

 

Complete Exercises A, B, C, D, E, G, K in your English language book.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


